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by David Rubinger
Tripod Staff Writer
Between raindrops and bottle
rockets, the Spring Weekend outdoor concert held to its drunken
tradition;
everyone
was
happy.V.except for the bands that
is.
The Smithereens and the Beaver
Brown Band performed to the delight of the Trinity crowd Sunday
afternoon at the Life Sciences
Center quad to tie up the weekend's festivities. Long after John
Cafferty and his band left the
stage, though, students loitered on
the quad wanting more music, but
receiving only the occasional pop
of the random fireworks that had
led to Beaver Brown's shortened
set.
"I like Ray Charles but I don't
want to end up blind like him,"
said the saxophone player for the
Beaver Brown Band, referring to
one of the unexpected pirotechnic
displays set off by a member of the
audience. Water balloons were also
being launched off the roof of the
Life Sciences Center, causing minor injuries to spectators below.
After an enthusiastic hour and a
half Set, Beaver Brown lead singer

John Cafferty left the stage with
this parting shot: "That's the last
song we're going to play today.
Some asshole is still shooting fireworks off at us so we're getting
off. If you know who they are, you
can kick their asses for us."
Bottle rockets were being fired
within 30 to 50 feet of the stage
area.
"Beaver Brown was going to
play at least two. more songs, that
could have lasted for up to another
half, hour, but they refused to play
on," said JoAnn Pulver, Dean of
Student Activities and supervisor
for the Trinity College Activities
Council.
"We paid Beaver, Brown $15,500
to play a full set, and they only
played a little more than half they
were supposed to."
.. .
Pulver is eager to find out who
was responsible for the sudden
halt, and is asking students- to
come forward with any information about who was responsible.
"When we pay that kind of
money for a band, we owe it to the
students to find out who killed, the
fun for everyone else."
Throughout the two sets, the
bands played under the threat of
rain with sprinkles of rain falling
for most of the afternoon. For the

Smithereens, the rain was an ugly
memory of their gig in New Hampshire last week.
Smithereens bassist Mike Mesaros was coining off stage when he
was electrocuted and remained unconscious for some five minutes.
"We don't like playing in the rain
anymore, that's for sure, Mike almost ended up playing for Lynard
"Skynard up in heaven," said drummer Dennis Diken.
The initial crowd reaction for the
Smithereens was eerie. Clad in
black, the quartet came on stage
only to play to an audience that
kept its distance. For the first
seven songs, no one was within 20
yards of the stage as students
slowly filed onto the quad. Yet by
the time the band finished their set
with the single, "Blood and
Roses," people had filtered up to
the stage, joining in the performance.
After the show, the band was
disappointed in the crowd, but say
they enjoyed themselves. "We
can't expect a much better crowd
reaction when playing a daytime
show opening for a band like Beaver Brown," said Mike Hamilton,
the Smithereens' road manager.

If the Board of Trustees give
their approval on May 23, Trinity's
open curriculum will disappear
with the class of 1992.
The General Education Council
and Curriculum Committee voted
on April 21 in favor of instituting
a core curriculum. The measure
will accompany the interdiciplinary minor, which was approved
in 1986.
As of Fall 1988, students entering Trinity will be required to take
five courses, one each from a the.
following academic disciplines:
1) Natural Science: from the Biology, Physics, and Chemistry der
partments.
2) Social sciences:' from the Economics, Sociology, Psychology, or
Political Science departments.
3) Humanities: from the Classics, English, Religion, History, or
Philosophy departments.
4) The Arts: from - the Dance,
Theatre, Music, and Fine Arts departments .
5) Numerical or Symbolic Reasoning: from the Math, Psychology
or Philosophy departments.
The courses will not be approved
by department, but on a course-bycourse basis. "There should be a
wide variety of courses to choose
from in each category," said Associate Dean of Academic Affairs

have the program.
The faculty vote for the core curriculum came in response to statistics of low student participation in
math, natural sciences, and arts.
In 1984, "45% students graduated without any courses in the
natural sciences, 20% with no arts,
and 30% with no math," said
Spencer.
.
Spot checks in recent years indicate that the trend has continued.
The proposal was brought before
the General Education and Curriculum Committee by Dr. Richard
Lee of the Philosophy department.
It is still unclear which class will
be the first affected by a core curriculum. Committee Secretary,
Frank J. Kirkpatrick said "it could :
be the class in the fall of 1988, but
it is more likely to be the year
after."
.
. :' , .
: Professor Randolph Lee of the
Psychology department said that
the "college has a responsibility for
creating greater breadth, owing to
the fact that Trinity is a liberal
arts college. The set of requirements should be modest." ; The decision came after two
hours of debate by the faculty. Dissenters contended that good advisContinued on Page 4
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Editorial
An Answer to the
Security Problem
Armed security guards?
The idea is a scary one, no doubt about it. The last
thing we need in our violence-riddled society, it would
seem, is more guns. However, in light of recent events
— sexual assaults, car*thefts, dormitory break-ins — it
is neccessary that the school seriously consider the idea.
Here's a compelling reason.
A Tripod reporter overheard a security guard expressing
his feelings about patrolling the campus on foot at night.
Said the guard: "If they won't give me a gun, I'll bring
my own. It's damn dangerous to walk down Vernon Street
at night. These kids won't hesitate to cut your throat."
Truly terrifying Words. And not very comforting. If the
guards who are supposed to be protecting us are afraid
for their own safety, how can students — especially
women — possibly feel safe? The North Campus incident
offers grim evidence supporting the guard's contention.
Implicit in the guard's words is a lack of faith in
unarmed guards' ability to defuse dangerous situations.
Indeed, without a gun, what can a guard do to subdue
an assailant or burglar? What can he do when he actually
stumbles upon one or more criminals? Offer a convincing
polemic explaining the futility of crime? Appeal to the
suspects' more noble tendencies? Invoke Rousseau?
The fact of the matter is that security guards are at
a distinct disadvantage when facing a crisis situation.
Being naturally reticent about any violence, they are in
a very vulnerable position. And quite understandably,
they are afraid. The comments overheard confirm this.

Letters
Plea For Assistance To Namibia

What about the students? All one need do is listen
to the sentiments being expressed. They, too, are justifiably afraid. They know that they are vulnerable even
in their dorms, as the North Campus assault proved. The
To the Trinity Community:
situation clearly dictates that something significant, not
something half-hearted, must be done.
Sixty years ago, under the
League of Nations, South Africa
Which brings us back to guns. There are a host of accepted the responsibility to perarguments against them: they would create more prob- form the sacred trust of civilizalems than they would solve; they are too costly; and, of tion by caring for the well being
course, there is the legal can of worms they would open. and development of the people of
Namibia. Development, according
Undoubtedly, these are valid reservations. The decision to the United Nations, towards
should not be a hasty one. The school should take a self-government or independence;
look at some other colleges that do have armed guards, towards human rights; towards
see how effective they've been, and find out if they've freedom without distinction as to
race, sex, language, or religion;
ever been used.
and towards equality in all matArming security should only be considered after all ters. Today, Namibia is a territory
other options have been eliminated. It is a huge step, without self-government; without
but perhaps, just perhaps, it is a sensible one.
independence; without freedom;
and without equality. To Namibians, it feels just like being in jail.
South Africa enforces its authority in Namibia through a wellarmed, highly disciplined occupying force of 100,000 soldiers. Tactics include identity cards and road
blocks to restrict freedom of movement, patrols to restrict freedom
of assembly, bombing printing
presses to limit freedom of speech,

the use of deproprivera (a drug
which causes infertility) to reduce
the black population, and the policy of, apartheid. All told, some
80,000 refugees have fled Namibia
at the hands of the South Africans.

The South Africans even pursue
the Namibian refugees into their
places of exile. In 1978 the South
African army attacked a civilian
camp in Angola where 4,000 Namibians had fled for safety. When
they left 800 Namibians, mostly
women and children had been
either bayonetted or shot to death.
During the 1960s, when independence came to most of Africa,
the United Nations with U.S. support stated that South Africa with
its policy of apartheid could no
longer be trusted by the world to
guard the Namibian people. In
1971, the International Court of
Justice ruled that South Africa was
occcupying Namibia illegally and

Student Impressed By Honesty
To the Editors:
I can't pass up this opportunity
to salute the honesty of Trinity's
students. Earlier this week I lost a
gold Cross pen, of great sentimental value since it was a gift from
my deceased husband. I was told
(by a non-Trinity person), to "kiss
that one goodbye." .
.. I posted a dozen signs around
the library, the Cave, bulletin
boards, etc. Last night I got a call
from Matt Goudal - he found my
pen and didn't want the "reward."
and longer
mnxm artw^.XH(?^ffltanr^#W^ac^fc6^ spaced Although there tsw fifcit^.faftsitk $e eMnr'rmm>es Ihe right to cond'ewc
letters of more than 250 words. AUtftteiti submitted by Friday 5 p m will
be considered for publication. Letiersian be brought to the Tripod office
(Jackson basement) or placed in campus mail, Box 1310. If there are any
•Mfcer gueshone, the editorial board can be reacted at W S

The only problem I now have is
to find the owner of a "black and
gold" Cross pen which was returned anonymously to my campus
box 2062. Any takers?
The integrity and basic goodness
of Trinity students are two more

reasons why I'm proud, as an ll)P
student, to be part of the student
body at Trinity.
To Matt and all the other students who add to the quality of life
at Trinity I say "THANKS."
Sincerely,
Helen C. Moskey, IDP '90

HOPM-P0P6& /

that it should withdraw immediately. South Africa refusedjjiefy_-_
ing botlftHe United Nations and
the world court. Meanwhile, the
killing goes on and the terror continues.
Helpless, the Namibians have
turned to us for an answer to the
cry for help. They have asked us
to give them assistance; to free
them from the oppression and the
terror of South African rule. They
have asked us to assist them in
convincing the nations of the world
to provide an opportunity for freedom. For a new life, in which it is
possilbe to live out a life to its fullest, not only with their families,
but with thsoe in their community.
It is that kind of a cry for freedom
that the Namibians are calling for.

Gregg- Smith, '90
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Letters
Amnesty International Challenges Simkiss' Source
To the Editors:

I am writing in response to the
April 28,1987 Tripod article "Human Rights Abuses of the Sandinistas" by John Simkiss. As the
coordinator of the Trinity chapter
of Amnesty International, I feel it
necessary to address the insult of
Amnesty Internaitonal as wellas
question the validity of the source
and techniques used in the article.
Mr. Simkiss begins his article by
condescendingly noting (in the
manner that one would acknowledge an unwelcome dinner guest)
"that Trinity College has been
lucky enough to have been graced
by the presence of an Amnesty International chapter."
To set the record straight there
had been an AI chapter at Trinity
for a number of years. After falling dormant in 1984 it was reactivated this year and has been an
active campus
organization.
Whether this process would be
termed "graced" will have to be
left up to the reader.
It is then suggested that, as -a.
result of the chapter's presence,
"it might be a good idea to write
an article about human rights."
Mr. Simkiss, do you read the newspaper for which you write? Human
rights is not a topic which has benn
neglected. Amnesty International
has had a weekly World Outlook
column since March 17th of this
year and in this column, has followed human rights cases in Afghanistan, China, Tunisia, and
Singapore. In fact, on March 3rd,
in the special World Outlook focus
on Central America (in which Mr.,
Simkiss participated) I personally
wrote a human rights overview of
Central America in which the very
concerns in Nicaragua that you imply have been ignored, were addressed.
The only mentioned source for
Mr. Simkiss' article was the US
Department of State publication
"Human Rights in Nicaragua under the Sandinistas" (S1.2 H 88/7
in the Trinity library). While the

report does show itself to be well
researched there are a number of
problems (as human rights workeres have long known) with relying
on government accounts of human
rights abuses.
In this case the problems can
best be exemplified by statements
made by Elliot Abrams (at the time
Assistant Secretary of State for
Human Rights and Humanitarian
Affairs) before the Senate Subcommittee on Western Hemisphere Affairs.
A question was posed to Mr.
Abrams by Sen. Zorinsky of Nebraska concerning an apparent
contradiction in US policy. The
main independent source of human
rights data on Nicaragua for the
State Department was the Freedom House organization. However, this organization rated
Guatemala and El Salvador, which
are supported by the US, more repressive that the Nicaraguan Sandinista government. Another
official dealt with this apparent
contradiction by responding that
"the Nicaraguan Government is a
totalitarian government under
Marxist influence and that certainly we have a more friendly relationship with Guatemala and
with El Salvador." Mr. Abrams essentially concurred with that
statement saying "the State Department does not make comparisons among countries on the
degree of freedom the way Freedom House does" (Both quotations
from Senate Subcommittee Hearings on Human Rights in Nicaragua, pg-16. y4.f 76/2 : n 51/6 in,the
Trinty Library).
,
While at first it may seem surprising that a government does not
follow the guidelines set by its
main independent human rights
source, but it shouldn't. Governments may be sensitive to human
rights, but it is never their
primary concern,
as it is for
independent human rights organizations. As such, all government
reports' should be read with this
understanding: no matter what
else government reports say, these
reports are put 'out by governments for the purpose of govern-

ments.
To use a government source as
the sole" acknowledged source of
information is a serious breach of
the human rights ethic, especially
with one considers that the reporting government is openly supporting forces trying to overthrow the
government being reported on.
As an alternative, I will offer human rights information from Amnesty
International,
an
internationally respected organization (and 1977 Nobel Peace Prize
recipient) which is independent of
any government, political grouping, economic interest or religious
creed. The organization's 1986 report on Nicaragua (JC 571 .A44a
in the Trinity library) begins "Amnesty International's concerns
continued to centre on a pattern of
short-term imprisonment of prisoners of conscience, and the incommnunicado
detention
of
political during pretrial interrogation. Restrictions on the right to a
fair trial and poor prison conditions for prisoners of conscience
and other political prisoners were
continuing concerns."
This is just a summary, and all
space allows. Documentation to
back up these claims can be found
in the original source. But to stop
here would be incomplete, as is Mr.
Simkiss' article which says "So
let's take a look at human rights
in, well, how about in Nicaragua.
But, a large number of human
rights abuses occurring in that
country are unacknowledged by
Mr. Simkiss (and in his defense,
also in the State Depatment report): those committed by forces
opposing the government of Nicaragua, popularly known as the contras. I would hope that Mr.
Simkiss' personal support for the
contras would not cloud his concern over humanmrights abuses
committed by these forces.
Again, I quote from the Am-'
nesty International 1986 report
which has this to say about the
contras: "Amnesty International
continued to be concerned about a
pattern of torture and extrajudicial killings by Honduran-based h>
regular forces opposing the

TRIPOD
ELECTIONS
Tuesday
May 5th
8:00 p.m. in the Tripod Office
Jackson Basement
All Editors, Staff, and others interested
in positions are encouraged to attend.

Nicaraguan Government, and
about aspects of assistance to these
forces from the Governments of
Honduras and the United States of
America which appeared to encourage or expressly condone such
abuses (see Amnesty International
Report 1985) Opposition forces
acting under the name Union National de Oposicion (UNO) National Opposition Union, continued
to routinely torture and summarily
execute their captives." Similarly,
this is a summary. Documentation
can be found in the original source.
Finally; it must be noted that
while Mr. Simkiss did not state
that most of his most, of his information came from the State Dept.
report he did not inform us that
significant parts of his article
would be printed verbatim (and
unacknowledged) from the summary of the state dept. report. In
particular, I refer to the para-

graph in which the sentences "the
Sandinistas argue that any abuses
they may commit are the result of
mounting aramed resistance." and
"the record shows that Sandinista
violation of human rights is a primary cause of the growing resistance to their regime, not a result."
are directly taken from the summary.(pg. iii) In fact, much of the
arrticle is disturbingly similar to
the summary of the state dept. report.
'
I can only conclude by saying
that both human rights and journalism are fields with strict minimum standards of competency. I
Mr. Simkiss wishes to venture into
either, he should do so in a legitimate manner.

Sincerely,
Jim ,.. O'Loughlin,

'88.

Editorial
Thanks for Nothing
It really shouldn't be that shocking.
Forecasts of rain and mixed feelings about the headlining band did not bode well for Sunday's outdoor
concert, the culmination of the annual weekend of fun
and frolic. Well, everyone's worst premonitions were realized, although Sunday's catastrophe was less a consequence of weather and mediocre musfc than it was
of obnoxious and infantile behavior.
Nearing the end of Beaver Brown's set, at least one
spectator began setting off bottle rockets in dangerous
proximity to the band. After one subtle warning from the
band — "I like Ray Charles, but 1 don't want to end up
blind like him." — the guilty party was apparently undaunted and continued.raining the stage area with fireworks. Infuriated, the band left the stage, a full half hour
before they had intended. Their parting words are worth
repeating: Some asshole is still shooting off fireworks
at us. If you know who they are, you can kick their asses
for us." . •
".
Not such a bad idea.
It's the same old story: the few ruin it for the many.
The general drunkeness of the afternoon was only partly
responsible for the fiasco. Alcohol does not turn people
into jerks, it merely" reveals jerks for what they are.
Whoever was responsible can rest easy in the knowledge
that he/she/they not only brought an abrupt end to the
afternon, but also left the performers with a vivid image
of Trinity as a haven for idiots.
On behalf of the entire student body, let us offer a
parting shot of our own: "Thanks for nothing!"

QE2 STANDBY Tb EUROPE~ $ 799!
Transatlantic travel on Tomorrow's
Superliner Today™ is an experience of incomparable richness.
And now our.standby fare makes
sailing to Europe irresistible.
This standby fare of $799 provides a berth in a minimum-grade
room for two. This limited offer is
subject to withdrawal without
prior notice and may not be combined with any other offer. Rate
'O1987GUNAR0

does not include taxes or airfare.
Confirmation will be given three
weeks prior to sailing; a $100
deposit is required with your
request. For details, see your
travel agent or write Cunard,
Box 2935, Grand Central Station,
New York, NY 10163.
Q U E E N ELIZABETH 2

Tomorrow's Superliner Today1"
QE2 registered in Great Britain.

QUEEN ELIZABETH 2 « SAG AFJORD < VISTAFJORD • SEA GODDESS I • SEA GODDESS II
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News
Jackson Mwalundange Tells
of Nambibian Oppression
by Gregg Smith

"I have come to you because my
people are being held captive in
their own country," said Jackson
Mwalundange '90, a native of
Nambibia, in an informal lecture in
McCook Auditorium last Wednesday night.
Mwalundange was joined by William Swanson, chairman of the Namibia Scholarship Fund in
addressing the plight of the African country. Both speakers feel
that any change in the present situation will come only if the white
government and people of South
Africa willingly alter their current
policies.
Swanson .described South Africa's goals with regards to Namibia
as having the definite purpose of
"delaying independence for as long
a's possible." This effort will allow
South Africa to pursue its primary
goal of "depleting Namibia of its
large supplies of fish and oil."

To control the Namibian population, the South Africans carry out
a policy of internal exile, known as
apartheid (literally "separateness").
To South Africans, apartheid
means being legally separated
from whites from birth to death.
Everything in Namibia is segregated: education, religion, jobs,
andjiousing.
According to Mwalundange and
Swanson, there are nine so-called
black homelands. However, these
homelands are economically sterile
areas. Therefore in order to survive, many Namibians work under
contract in white areas, far away
from their families. They are prevented from joining labor unions,
are not informed of what type of
work they will be performing or
how much they will be paid, and
are required to sleep on concrete
blocks while at the work site, they
explained.
Most Namibians are living barely
above the starvation line, they
said. Thus by offering lifetime em-

ployment as an incentive for enlisting in the South African army,
the South African government has
been able to g e t the Namibian people to carry out their attacks on
SWAPO (South West Africa Peoples Organization) and the MPLA
(Mozambique People's Liberation
Army.)
"Nothing, however, can illustrate the crisis more than black education," said Mwalundange. Less
than 20% of t h e blacks in Namibia Jackson Mwalundange and William Swanson spoke to a large audience
are able to go to school, while only
in McCook Auditorium last Wednesday.
Ph>"° by_^.eryl Levin
16% of all whites do not attend.
tries complete high school.
ently denied. For anyone can pick
Those blacks who do attend
Last October Swanson spoke at
up a gun and fight, but not everyschool, encounter a program deTrinity with Vice President
one can run a corporation or teach
signed " t o induce obedience and
Thomas Smith and Allan R. Nelat a university."
servitude to white masters," said
son of the Investor Responsibility
In 1973, Mwalundange w a s
Mwalundange, adding t h a t the
Research Council, urging Trinity
forced to flee Namibia for nearby
government spends eight times as
students to sponsor the education
Zambia because his involvement in
much money on a white student as
of a South African student. MwaSWAPO. Mwalundange h a s conopposed to a black student. .
lundange also suggests that Trintinued his involvement in Namiity students help the area by
bia's drive toward freedom since
For Mwalundange, independsponsoring a student.
his escape. He has formed his own
ence does not just mean liberation,
international organization, known
it means education as well. "One
"At this point in time, we still
as the NSA (Namibian Student Asway to help my people is to make
have a long way to go to achieve
it possible for them to get an edu- sociation,) which has helped over
freedom," Mwalundange con500 Namibians in foreign councation — something we are prescluded.

Seniors Surveyed on Trinity Experience
by Christine Herzig
Tripod Staff Writer
Following the example of
Swarthmore, the Dean of Students
Office conducted their Senior Exit
Interviews again this year.
Sixty students, chosen randomly, were asked to participate
in the project.
• This year the interviewers consisted only of faculty members and
administrators, whereas last year,
students were also included.
"By using only faculty and administrators," said Assistant Dean
of Students Paula Chu-Richard-

son, "we were able to generalize
more accurately. When a student
is answering to anotner student he
may answer differently than he
would u s . "
The students are asked seven
questions asked by t h e interviewer
and then are given a questionaire
to fill out after the interview.
The questions deal with student
opinions on t h e quality of instruction, dorm life, alcohol and several
other important issues here a t
Trinity.
" W e t r y to get a stream of conscious going instead of possibly
biasing their answers with questions that imply that they should
answer in a certain way," ex-

plained Chu-Richardson.
Although the results are given to
the Trustees, they are basically a
way for the administrators to become more aware of how t h e stu. dents feel about Trinity. According
to Chu-Richardson, " t h e results
are very useful to the college. We
get the chance to see their evaluation of their thoughts and feelings
as they a r e leaving, see what value
they have placed on their four or
more years here."
Chu-Richardson felt t h e interviews went well this year, adding
that, "if selected students still have
not made an appointment and
would like to they are still welcome
to, and greatly appreciated."

Heschel Concludes Religion Series
by David Rubinger
Tripod Staff Writer

..former editor of the Tripod.

Hesehel discussed the birth of
feminist theological movement
Drawing from a combination of
that has grown out of " a need t o
feminist and religious analysis, Supurge the patriarchal system of t h e
sannah Heschel addressed a wellreligious institution.
attended Rittenberg Lounge last
"Feminist perspectives look critTuesday in a lecture entitled "Antiically a t the beliefs of the religious
Judaism in Feminist Theory and
community," she said.
Theology: Toward a Feminist JewFeminists, she said, get involved
ish-Christian Dialogue."
in this course of study to give hope
• for t h e future after a history of a
Heschel is a member of the Re- "sexist, historical reality."
ligion and Women's Studies ProHeschel focused on the anti-Jewgrams a t t h e University of
ish n a t u r e of this new feminist thePennsylvania and was t h e final
ology, She expressed an abstract
speaker in "The Women and Spiranalysis that attempted to dismiss
ituality Series" a t Trinity. Hessome lemimst theory as anti-JewcEel, a '73 graduate of Trinity, is a
ish.
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John Bonelli, '85, the Coordinator of Community Outreach will be
leaving Trinity in June. The Tripod Staff would like to wish him well
and thank him for the good work he has done for the College.

Core Curriculum Started
Continued from Page 1
ing, not a core curriculum, would
better achieve the ostensible goals
outlined by the proponents of the
measure.
Randolph Lee emphasized that

by Berke Breathed
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Yet t h e audience, composed
mostly of faculty and other knowledgeable guests, were ready with
outspoken criticism of Heschel's
comments. Heschel was p u t on the
defensive in a barrage of comments that was less a question and
answer period than it was a dialogue with a very educated audience.
Many in the audience left the
Rittenburg Room that night in
sharp disagreement with H e s chel's theory. A s one professor in
attendance said: "There is a great
conflict between religion and feminism, and incorporating anti-Judaism into the matter only makes
the conflict more difficult to resolve."
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the decision was not influenced by
other colleges which have dropped
the open curriculum.
" I t ' s up to each academic department to decide which of their
courses will qualify. Those courses
must then be judged by the General Education Council," said
Spencer.
Students pursuing a double major must have a t least one interdisciplinary major. Courses from an
interdisiplinary major or minor
may count towards the core requirements, Randolph Lee said.
In addition to t h e new course requirements, incoming freshmen
will be required to take a math and
writing proficiency exams. Students who fail will be required to
do .remedial work or to take a noncredit review course.
A student who is found to he
doing sub-standard writing and
math later in their four years will
also be effected by the requirements.
. .
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World Outlook
The "Label" Debates II
by Aaron Sobel
Ass't World Outlook Editor
Now here's a month I'd never
thought would come. I mean by
now we're all recovered from
Spring Weekend (I hope?). We're
in to the last week of classes. And
then...we have to undergo, as one
history professor puts it, "...a certain unpleasantness." Yes, I know
it's a dirty word, so I won't say it,
but I'll give you ,a hint: It begins
with 'e,' ends with 's,' and has x-am in the middle. Whoever can
name the word will receive an undisclosed amount of cash and a
draft choice to be named later. But
seriously, I'm starting to ramble,
and this column is going nowhere
fast. So, let me get down to the
point of this article.
In the spirit of the famous (or
infamous) "Kitchen Debate" between Nixon and Kruschev, I used
to wage several impromptu discussions on the differences between
Republicans and Democrats (alias
"Conservatives vs. Liberals") with
one of my high school science
teachers. Within these debates, I
adhered to the immature tenet that
the Republicans were infallible, so
I consequently, tried to reject anything this teacher would say about
the Democrats, or any other political group or view for that matter.
I thought that any political view
opposed to the Republicans was
fallible.
It now occurs to me that the only
thing fallible was my logic (or lack
of it). You see| I didn't realize it
then, but in retrospect, I was supporting a label. Even things that
the Republicans had done that
were wrong, I tried to justify so
that I could stand behind the Republicans (my political "label")
with a clear conscience. But I
wasn't being fair to myself or others. Trying to compartmentalize or
categorize people into political
groups, just because they have differing ideas on the nature of government is dangerous. Even more
dangerous was the fact that I felt
that anyone who wasn't a Republican was wrong. Paradoxically,
absoluteness is and always will be
a dangerous excess.
So, in a broader sense, what I'm
trying to point out with the Republican vs. Democrat example is that
"labels" are a thing to avoid. When
we begin to place , "labels" on
things, thought becomes distorted
as we put a value on superficiality
and not depth. If we try to compatmentalize everything for the
sake of explanation, then we really
haven't given a satisfactory explanation. If we refer to anything that
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doesn't =fit our labels as bad or
wrong, then aren't we really the
ones who are bad or wrong?
Many of the foreign relations
problems that the U.S. has had
with the Soviets and their allies
can be traced to this problem with
labels. We're the "West," and the
Soviets are the "East." Obviously,
there are people within the U.S.
government who think that the
"East" is wrong and evil (vice
versa for the Soviets towards the
"West"). What it all comes down
to, though, is people trying to hide
behind political labels with their
neat, little divisions. I know that
it's hopelessly idealistic, but I'll try
again: If the Soviets and the
Americans could view each other
as nations made up of people, instead of looking at each other as
either "godless Communists" .or
"freedom-loving capitalists" there
would be different results. It would
be all too easy to casually dismiss
such a statement as naive but, at
least think about it.
Labels, when applied to either a
personn or group, are dangerous
because they cast a superficial light
that can effect a different and unfair outlook of that person or
group. All I'm asking is that the
next time you're prepared to put
yourself or others into a neat, little
category with a nice label, smack
yourself and try to knock some
sense into your head. Remember
that labels belong on packages and
not people.
I've learned a valuable lesson
from my "Label Debates" with my
high school science teacher. I'm
not a Republican, Democrat, or any
other political group. I'm also not
a "conservative" or a "liberal."
I'm simply a person, a human, with
many differing ideas on life, government, etc. We shouldn't need
labels to hide behind because expressing one's ideas as a person,
rather than as a Republican, etc.,
should not make one any less inferior in other's eyes. Remember the
words of Eleanor Roosevelt, "No
one can make you feel inferior
without your consent."
Since this is my last column of
the year, I would like to leave the
following messages: For those of
you who are returning next year,
have a good summer, and I look
forward to. giving you "one person's view of the world" next year.
For the seniors, good luck in the
future, and may the force (or
something close to it) be with you.
For those of you who don't care,
just ignore the last two messages.

Kill The Death Penalty
by Victoria Arthaud
World Outlook Staff
Two weeks ago, the Supreme
Court upheld the death penalty by
a 5-4 vote. In the McCIeskey v.
Kemp, a black man was convicted
of killing a white policeman in a
1978 robbery in Georgia. This case
focuses in on one of the major,issues for those who oppose the
death penalty: that the death is racially biased.
Studies have shown that someone who killed a white person in
Georgia was four times more likely
to receive a death penalty 'Jian
someone who murdered a black
person. For a black convicted of
killing a white, the probability was
especially high.
Although the Supreme Court accepted this study as valid, the majority opinion written by Justice
Lewis F. Powell Jr., argued that
to prevail under the Equal Protection Clause, McCIeskey must prove
that the decision makers in his case
acted with discriminatory purpose.
Powell maintained that general
statistics are not enough to show
abuse of such discretion.
Perhaps the jury which sentenced McCIeskey to death was not
discriminating against him. The
facts remain, though, that blacks

Questioning U.S. Policy In Angola
by Lizbet Boroughs
World Outlook Staff
The Reagan Administration is
under the impression it can do anything it damn well pleases, regardless of its legality or practicality.
Take, for instance, the new policy
toward Angola. After backing
rebel leader Dr. Joseph Savimbi
and UNITA (National Union for
the Total Independence of Angola)
for the past six years, Reagan has
now decided to recognize and negotiate with officials of the Marxist Angolan government.
Angola has been embroiled in a
civil war since Portugal returned
its sovereignty in 1975 after a century of colonialist rule. The United
States has always been pro-UNITA, despite the movement's socialist leanings. The CIA and

Congress provided the movement
with military aid. UNITA has the
popular support of the people and
could easily take control of the
country, if it weren't for 35,000
Cuban troops backing -the totalitarian regime of President dos
Santos.
Supposedly, dos Santos invited
the Cubans and their Soviet adivsors to Angola to prevent a 1975
South African invasion of the
country. As a result, South AfricE
now occupies part of southern An- '
gola, in order to "protect" its
troops who are illegally holding
Nambibia.
Why does the U.S.have any interest in Angola you ask? There is
a simple answer — oil. We import
80% of the oil the Angolan fields
can produce. Chevron and Exxon

have vast holdings there,'which,
incidentally, are being protected by
Cuban troops from UNITA "terrorists". Reagan is playing both
sides of the field by providing aid
to Savimbi and saying UNITA will
be a better government for the
people. Meanwhile, he gives humanitarian aid to the Marxist regime to keep Angolan oil flowing
through U.S. big business pipelines.
As long as Ronnie keeps supporting both sides in the Angolan
civil war, it will continue to drag
on another decade. Millions are
starving despite Angola's GNP of
2 billion dollars last year; both
groups can't fight a war and feed
the nation at the same time. Make
up your mind Reagan (UNITA or
the Marxists) before you destroy
yet another developing nation.

who killed whites were proportionally more likely to receive the
death sentence. In Florida and
Texas, the two states which have
executed the most prisoners recently, blacks who murdered
whites, were respectively five and
six times more likely to be sentenced to death than whites who
killed whites. Among black offenders in Florida, those who killed
whites were 40 times more likely
to receive the death penalty than
those who killed blacks.
McCIeskey v. Kemp illustrates
the racial biases of the death penalty. But, there are many other
compelling reasons to oppose the
Supreme Court's approval. The
death penalty js cruel and inhuman
punishment, ft took 14 minutes to
kill one U.S. prisoner and, during
his electrocution, smoke and fire
erupted from his head and leg. An :
other prisoner had convulsions for
8 minutes while he was being
gassed.
. ,.
In addition to the physical torture, there is the psychological anguish that death row inmates face.
In Florida, when execution is imminent, the prisoner is removed
from the general death row prison
to an isolated cell adjacent to, and
with a view of, the death chamber.
For the last 48 hours, the condemned prisoner is observed.
The death penalty in the U.S.
also fails to protect juveniles and
the mentally ill. Thirty-two juvenile offenders have been sentenced
to death. At least three of them
have already been executed. There
are only four other countries that

officially execute juveniles. Although most U.S. states forbid the
execution of insane prisoners, in
recent years several prisoners suffering from serious mental illness
(at the time of the crime) have been
executed. It is important to.realize, too, that in this century 23 innocent people have been put to
death in this country. •
Despite these "flaws," many
people justify the death penalty as
just retribution and a deterrence
for other crimes. The argument
goes: those who have committed
atrocious murders deserve to be
murdered in return. However, the
U.S. government does not sodimize a rapist or torture a torturer in
the name of justice.
The death penalty, also, does not
deter future crimes. Most crimes
are crimes of passion; potential
murderers will not be dissuaded by
the execution of previous murderers. For those crimes that are premeditated, the perpetrators must
assume that they will not be caught
or else they would not commit
them.
For those of you who are still not
convinced that the death penalty
does not serve as a deterrent and
that it should be abolished for
moral and humane reasons, how
about this one: it costs twice as
much to execute a criminal than it
does to pay for life imprisonment.
A New York study has shown that
the average cost of a capital trial
and its first stage of appeals is $1.8
million.

The opinions expressed in the
World Outlook section are
strictly those of the individual
writers. In no way do they
reflect the views or opinions of
the World Outlook Editors or of
the entire Tripod Staff.
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Ib get ahead in college, it helps if
you choose abriUiant roommate. Like a
Macintosfrpersonal computer. And now
there are two models to choose from.
The Macintosh Plus, which comes
with one 800Kdiskdriveandafflmegabyte of memory (expandable to four).
And the new Macintosh SE. Which

comes with either two built-in 800K
drives, or one drive and an internal
20-megabyte hard disk. As well as a
choice of two new keyboards.
Inside, the SE also has an expansion slot, so you can add a card that lets
you share information over a campuswide network. Or another card that

Jets you run MS-DOS programs.
Whichever Macintosh you choose,
you can use the latest, most advanced
software. And that means you'll be able
to work faster, better and smarter.
No two ways about it.

FOR MORE INFORMATION, CONTACT MS. CINDY SANFORD AT
THE COMPUTER CENTER, HALLDEN ENGINEERING BUILDING.
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TO MAKE ITTODAY YOU NEED A COLLEGE DIPLOMA,
A GOOD SUIT AND PIENTYOF DRIVE.
If you've received your bachelor's degree from a 4-year c o l l e g e r an RN or graduate degree from an accredited
institution between October 1,1986 andSeptember 30,1987,you can quaiify for Ford's Graduate Assistance Program.
We can give you pre-approved credit and $400 cash back on your new Ford.
Only if you buy one of the new Ford cars or trucks listed below and only if you take delivery by August 31,1987.
For more information, call this toll-free number: 1-800-321-1536. Or see your local New England Fora Dealer today.

$400 CASH BACK on a new Escort.

$400 CASH BACK on a new Escort EXP.

$400 CASH BACK on a new Tempo.

$400 CASH BACK on a new Mustang.

$400 CASH BACK on a new Taurus.

$400 CASH BACK on a newThunderbird.

$400 CASH BACK on a new Aerostar.

$400 CASH BACK on a new Ranger..

$400 CASH BACK on a new Bronco

SEE YOUR LOCAL NEW ENGLAND FORD DEALER TODAY
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Announcements
Calendar
Tuesday:
There will be a lecture entitled
Developing a Positive Racial
Identity on May 5 in Wean Lounge
from 7:00 - 8:30 PM. Featured
speaker will be Dr. Bailey Jackson,
associate professor at the University of Massachusetts and founder
of New Perspectives Inc..

For Your
Information:
The French Table will be held in
the cafeteria every Wednesday
from 5:30 PM on. All students
wishing to practice their French
are welcome to attend. Also, the
French soiree will be held every
Thursday from 10:00 PM on in
Doonesbury B4. Refreshments and
typical French food will served. No
proper attire required. If you need
help or have questions about the
French language, come to Sylvie
every Thursday from 5:00 PM to
8:00 PM in the Cave.
The Director of Athletics, Richard Hazelton, wishes to announce
a summer job opening as secretary for the National Youth Sports
Program. General office skills are
needed and the job will run from
June through July. Pay-approximately $1,000 for 2 months. For
further information, see Hazelton
in Ferris Athletic Center.

The following Trinity College departments have job openings for
the summer: Academic Computing
Support, Administrative Data Systems, Alumni Office, Audio Visual,
Biology, Buildings and Grounds,
Calendar Office, Child Care Center, Dean of Students, Financial
Aid Office, Graduate Studies,
Hallden Technical Support Services, Library, Physical Education, Post Office, and the
President's Office. Most jobs pay
$4.50-$5.00 per hour. Contact the
departments listed for more specific information.
NOW, the National Organization
for Women, is sponsoring an essay
contest to coincide with the bicentennial of the U.S. Constitution.
The contest is open to all high'
school and college students with
the prize being the awarding of.
several scholraships. The topic to
be discussed is: Do We Need an
Equal Rights for Women
Amendment to the U.S. Constitution?. The deadline for entry is
September 30. Further information and entry forms can be obtalined through writing the Now
Foundation Essay Contest, 1401
New York Ave., N.W., Suite 800,
Washington, D.C. 20005.
The National Federation of the
Blind of Connecticut Inc. announces its 1987 Howard E. May
Honorary Scholarship and Jonathon May Memorial Scholarship
competition. Both scholarships
worth $1000.00 apiece will be
awarded to an individual pursuing
or planning to puruse a full-time
college education. Federation
scholarships are awarded on the
basis of academic excellance, service to the community and financial need. All applicants must be
legally blind and from Connecticut
or studying in Connecticut, although membership in the National Federation of the Blind is

not necessary. Applications for
National Federation of the Blind
of CT scholarships must be submitted by August 15, 1987. Address
any questions to: Ronald Connelly,
Scholarship Chairperson, NFB of
CT, 600 Asylum Avenue, Apt. 727,
Hartford, CT., 06105.
The Trinity Tripod reminds you
that the week of May 3 through
May 9 is Teacher Appreciation
Week. President of the Connecticut Education Association (CEA),
Edward Dorsett, sums up the feelings of teachers everywhere when
he states, "Without teachers and
quality public education, democracy couldn't survive." Support
your professors in the adventures
in which they embark with you
daily.

I SCREAM FOR COMMUNITY OUTREACH
ICE CREAM ON THE MATHER LAWN
4:00-6:30

The Trinity Tripod also reminds
its community that this week is Be
Kind to Animals Week. The Connecticut Humane Society reminds
us that now would be a good time
to make an appointment with your
veternarian for your pet's annual
physical examination and also be
sure your pet is wearing an I.D.
tag..

WOODY ALLEN FILM FESTIVAL
TWO MOVIES/$2
MCOOK AUDITORIUM
7:30

All athletes on spring teams
who have checked out crutches,
braces, aces and so forth from the <
Training Room must return them
by the last day of classes! You will
be billed for being delinquent in
equipment return.
Ferris Athletic Center reminds
students that there are many summer positions in Water Safety Instruction and Lifesavfng still
available. If interested, check- bul-'
letin board upstairs in Ferris. For
additional information, call Peggy
. at Ext. 442.
There will be a meeting on
Wednesday, May 6, at 3:30 PM in
the Conference Room, Ferris Athletic Center for anyone interested
in participating in the Trinity
men's soccer program for Pall,
1987.
'
The Psychology Department announces a summer opening for a
research assistant. Primary duties
include testing children's communicative abilities in a storytelling
setting, transcription of verbal and
nonverbal data from videotaped
sessions, coding, and analysis.
Psychology background preferred.
Hours are 20 a week for 10 weeks
at $4.50/hr., beginning the end of
May or first week Of June. To apply, please call or write to Dr. Dina
Anselmi at ext. 315 or 408, LSC
207, or contactKaren McCollam at
ext. 561 or 510.'

EVERYONE WELCOMES

Part-time Positions Disabled woman wants,
assistance. Good pay.
Flexible hours. Call
Cathy Ludlum 525-3234.

CINESTUDIO
Weekly Cinestudio Schedule
Tuesday:
A Room With A View
Menage

7:30
9:40

Wednesday through Saturday:
The Adventures
of Robin Hood
7:30

Casablanca
Sunday through Monday
The Red Shoes

9:30

Teach in an
independent
school.
Learri about teaching opportunities in independent schools throughout
the U S , Openings at both elementary and secondary levels. For more
information, call (tollfree) 1-800-225-7986, in MA 617-542-0260'or ask
in the Career Development Office.

7:30

Carney, Sandoe & Associates
136 Boylston St., Boston, MA 02116, Teacher/Administrator Placement
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Arts & Entertainment
Firebugs and Hotz: Funny and Expressive
by Elizabeth Bennett
Arts Staff Writer

Too often ptays conveying serious moral messages are "dressed
up" so as to de-emphasize the seriousness and give the audience
something pleasing to look at. This
could have been the case wwith the
Theatre and Dance Department's
recent productions of The Firebugs and The Great Fury of
Philip Hotz — but it was not. The
interesting and complex set, lavish
costumes, moody lighting, and
wonderful performances could
have easily allowed audience members to lose Max Prisch's messages somewhere along the way.
Thanks to solid directing and extremely good acting,both productions were focused and extremely
enjoyable.
The Great Fury of Philip Hotz
— the shorter and less serious of
the two productions — concerned
the problems of repressed emotions and marital life. Frisch is
clearly warning against the dangers of not expressing one's feelings as well as the problems of not
realizing the feelings in oneself.
Stephen Belber, as Philip Hotz,
gave the impression of a neurotic
intellectual with an obsession for
being in control. In itself, Belber's
performance could be an actor's
exercise in control. He appeared
neurotic because of the varying
paces in his tone of voice: extremely fast — expressing urgency
and defensiveness, slow — expressing hesitancy and just a possibility of being unsure, and a
medium pace which he used during
his most self-assured moments.
Much credit should be given to Belber and director Arthur Feinsod
for the effective use of the pace of
the language. Melissa Banister, as
Hotz's -wife Dorli, expressed her
own neurotic state through melodrama. Always in control of her
character, Banister (under Fein-

sod's direction) vacillated between
self-assuredness and melodramatic whines, sobs, and clinging
onto her husband (or her former
lover) as Philip leaves for the Foreign Legion. As a result, her performance was extremely comical.
Also showing a great deal of comic
and dramatic ability was Chris Andersson, who played Dorli's former lover and Philip's friend,
Wilfred. The main cast was completed with Phoebe McBride's hysterical performance as Wilfred's
wife Clarissa. The scene between
McBride and Banister was one of
the highlights of the evening, as
they battled with each other in true
Lucy Ricardo/Ethel Mertz style.
Altogether, the production was extremely funny and showed a great
deal of work on character development. Without that, the message could have been lost amidst
the laughs.
The Firebugs presented a far
more serious and dark way of presenting a message. The Firebugs
concerns the problems of invasions
in one's life and the human weakness of not being able to recognize
warning signs towards the future.
It is also a sad tale of what happens when no one wants to believe
the truth. Although it is supposed
to be a "Semi-allegorical comedy,"
it seems to be more of a "black
comedy." Gottlieb Biedermann,
the "Everyman" of the play, was
so easily duped by the firebugs that,
he appeared pitiable; he does not
see the menacing disaster despite
the bluntness of Schmitz and Eisinrig (the firebugs) about what
they are going to do. Perhaps one
of the most potent messages was
one delivered by the chorus: it is
better to take action now rather
than having to fight disaster later.
The Firebugs was filled with
fine performances by everyone in
the cast. Most outstanding were
Roberto Sifuentes (as Gottlieb
Biedermann), Avis Hatcher (as the
Chorus Leader), and Doug McCabe (as Sepp Schmitz). With Joe
Rossi's dazzling; makeup, Si-

Steven Belber and Judi Maddocks performed this weekend in "The Great Fury qf Philip Hotz" which was
presented as part of a double-bill with "Firebugs."
fuentes was barely recognizable;
when this was coupled with his acting ability, he was completely
transformed into an intimidated
old man trying to do the charitable
thing. In his posture and voice, Sifuentes clearly showed the degeneration of Biedermann's resistance
and will. It is easy to see how Biedermann's convictions would be
broken by Sepp Schmitz, and this
was seen in Doug McCabe's quietly sinister and cynical performance. McCabe showed great skill
with intimidating people — either
through his physical size or the
menacing way he delivered his
lines. Other members of theh cast
included Chris Andersson, Melissa
Banister, Tony Karajaru's, Judi
Maddocks, and Phoebe McBride.
Bach of them gave extremely good
performances, but Sifuentes and
McCabe stood out by far.
One of the most interesting aspects of The Firebugs is the presence of the chorus. Similar to the
function of the chorus in the an-

Poetry Reading Shows Student Poets'
Work As Professional and Brilliant
by Wendy Rawlings
Arts Staff Writer
A group of student poets diverse
in their talents and styles gathered
to read their own work in the Faculty Club on April 20. Seniors Lynwood Branham, Kathy Wholean,.
Caleb Brooks, David Banta, and
Ann Coleman each read several
poems which differed widely in
subject matter, and their presentations were equally varied. Such
contrast caught the audience off
guard and succeeded in making the
reading much more satisfying than
a reading by a single poet.
Branham began the evening, Ms.
rich, deep voice resonating with a
well-chosen introductory poem. Titled "Voices in the. Playground,"
the poem is a re-creation, of children's voices, and Branham captured the language and energy of
children as he filled the room with
the voices of an entire playground.
His command of both language and
human speech was evident in his
work, whicjhalso contains a lively

sense of fttonor. In "That," he

played upoifihe English language
by buildlngsa.whole poem around
the word '''-^jat," a clever device
which makes*'us realize how often
we actually." use this overlooked
word,
;ji,'

Wholean's style provided a good
contrast to Branham's, for her poetry and reading were as distinctly
"female" as Branham's were
"male." Many of Wholean's poems
dealt with relationships between
men and women. However, her approach to this subject was pleasantly surprising inheruniqueness.
"Romeo and ATP" discusses a
girl's crush in terms of biological
energy, while "Oh and By the Way
That Kiss Last Night was Purely
Sexual" had freshness and honesty of emotion that seems characteristic of Wholean's style. This
is especially true in "My Sister
Miriam is Cool," in which Wholean
captures the emotions of a girl who
admires her older sister.

An unforgettable poem called
"The Pain of Cure" .was Banta's
first selection, and his description
of a friend's accident resulting in
a broken neck made the audience
cringe and grimace. He further
demonstrated his talents for description in "Worms Can't Swim,"
in which he tells of a fat girl's diligence as she proceeds in the task
of drowning worms. In "An All
Too Familiar Scene," Banta reminds all of us who have ever had
too much to drink what the following morning feels like. His ability
to recreate bodily and sensual experiences through poetry is uncanny.
As the final poet, Ann Coleman
provided a calming end to an eve-:
ning of energetic readings. Coleman's lilting voice can make the
Brooks' versatility is evident in
words on a soup can label seem
his success with both, formal and
eloquent, so hearing her read her
free verse. In "Hanging Around
own poetry (which 'is eloquent) is
Graveyards," he strikes a delicate
twice as good. In "S.K.," a poem
balance between' eloquence and
named after a friend who had to
morbidity, as he penetrates the
leave school, Coleman produces
thoughts that come to someone
strong emotion by conveying a
when he visits a cemetery. His tone
sense of her personal involvement.
is Flaubertian in "Like Justice,
Guilt is Blind," when he uses for- This is also true of "Grandpa
mal rhymes to tell the story of a Wasn't Dead for Me."
priest who seduces a boy's mother : The work of the five student
in a church. In "Under the Tapes-' poets represented many aspects of
try of Her Hair," Brooks' power- what poetry can do. It can carry
ful metaphors evoked the intimacy its listeners,through a wide range
and passion between a beautiful of emotions and handle language
:
•
woman and man.
. in innovative ways.

cient tragedies, the chorus set up
the opening scenario, attempted to
warn the characters — particuarly
Biedermann — of the upcoming
events, and provided commentary
along the way. However, the chorus in this production danced
through their. chants. Under the
direction of Nusha Martynuk, the
chorus moved in complex dance
patterns which often expressed the
movement of the whirlpool into
which the main characters were
being sucked. This was far more
interesting and gave the chorus
more significance. Avis Catcher
led the chorus, displaying her ability to move dexterously while acting. It is questionable as to how
much responsibility Hatcher had
for keeping the chorus synchronous. If this was her responsibility
in rehearsal and performance, she
is to be commended, as the chorus
moved in perfect time with each
other.
After four months of preparation, the cast and crew deserve a

great deal of applause and a good
rest. The performance and the
playwright's message were effectively presented with a great display of theatrical professionalism.
Much of the polished look has to
do with Arthur Feinsod's choice of
Eugene Warner as set designer,
Kate Roy as costume designer, and
Nusha Martynuk as the choreographer for the chorus, but more of
it is attributed to his directing and
the talent of the actors. Aside from
delivering important moral lessons, the double bill of Frisch plays
gave the audience a good opportunity to see the student actor's
abilities to portray different parts
on a given evening. Each actor who
had the responsibility to do so deserves a lot of credit; it is not an
easy thing,to do, and demonstrates
a degree of professionalism in the
training of the actors. With these
two productions, the Theatre and
Dance Department has shown a
great amount of sophistication and
expertise.

10th

SARA LEE
RECEPTION
Following:
Trinity College Concert Choir
Friday, May 8, 8:15 p.m.
Goodwin Theatre, Austin Arts Center
Featuring Pieces in English,
including selections from
Porgy and Bess
Princess Ida
Purcell
and
Handel

Come and get some culture
during Reading Days!
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Arts & Entertainment
Student Fiction Reading Shows Feeling and Loss
Last Wednesday,three students,Matthew Donahue, Laura Olds,
and Wendy Rawlings, gave readings of their original short stories.
The presentation took place in the
Faculty Lounge in the late afternoon, and the stately room provided a perfect backdrop for what
proved to be an excellent, if somewhat somber, performance.
Mr. Donahue was the first to
read his story, Pilot Light. The
story was of a young man, Charlie,
living in rural New Hampshire who
has enlisted to fight in 'Nam, and
the reactions of his peers and family to his decision. The actual plot
is not as impressive as the incredible characterizations and descriptions. The characters are so
detailed that the listener can easily
visualize them. Even the dialogue
is speckled with the grammar expected of a farm family and teenagers. Charlie is persuaded to join
the army by his best friend, Stuey,
whose own motivations are somewhat questionable. As the story
progresses, it becomes obvious
that Stuey is slightly unbalanced,
as evidenced by his violently killing a wounded bird with a baseball
bat. The effects of the war itself
are illustrated in the character of
a verteran who seems outwardly
unaffected, but has the habit of

going into the woods with a rifle
and just shooting it. Charlie's in'
nocence is reflected in his words
explaining his reasons for joining
up. He says that he 'must' do it for
his country. He sees the war as a
glorification of the images he has
seen, and a way of becoming a hero
and perhaps of escaping his own
rather dull life.
As he begins to sense the impending doom of his actions, Charlie becomes more self-reflective
and somber. The listener is in a
position of reflective irony, for we
know the effects of that particular
war on- her soldiers, and can make
a good guess at Charlie's fate. He,
however, is only seeing the war for
the glories it can present. He does
not initially consider the fact that
he will probably not come back the
same, if at all. It is only after the
feet that he begins to consider the
repercussions of his swift actions.
Unfortunately for him and his family, it is already too late.
The second story, Falling Off the
Earth, was read by its author,
Laura Olds. The story concerns a
young woman, Annie, who has
been involved with her boyfriend
for at least two years. Presently,,
she is following him through a
phase of his involving strict vegetarianism and purity of foods. He

has been almost completely taken
there will be an Annie left at all.
over by the prospect of a clean
Tresses, written and read by
body through pure food and purWendy Rawlings, was perhaps the
sues his new life with amazing
most emotional of the stories precommitment and vigor. She, how- sented. It. concerns a young girl,
ever, is only going along with it
Gianna, age fifteen, who has canbecause of him. Annie would do
cer and is in a hospital, presumably
anything for her Jason to keep him
for the remainder of her life. The
in her life — even sacrifice her own
flashbacks she experiences to the
beliefs and practices. He is to her
days just prior to her illness are
as a god, someone to be revered
well integrated into and conand worshipped and loved above
trasted by her life in the lonely
all others. Although she is in agroom in which she lives. When two
ony, she suffers in silence, praying
friends come to visit, they bring
for the day when Jason will tire of
with them a trace or the life left
his way of life and return to the
behind.
way it had once been. After all, she
The life they bring is only
reasons, he has changed many
temporary, however, and as soon
times in their two years together.
as they leave, Gianna is left to sufEven when he tells her that he will
fer alone once more. Their visit is.
leave her some day, she still clings
eagerly anticipated by the young
to her love for him. It is so engulfgirl, and savored for the duration.
ing that she has lost all self-idenThey are the only contact she has
tity. Her own life is not really
to the lively person she once was.
existent. On a picnic, she turns to ' Even such ordinary teenage cushim and says, "Let's run." He antoms as dating, shopping, and just
swers, "I want to meditate."
plain gossiping are beyond her
Clearly, these two are not exactly
now, as she faces a very different
the soul mates Annie would like to
kind of reality. The title refers to
believe they are. There is, by AnGianna's once beautiful auburn
nie'i; own admission, an "invisible
hair, which has now begun to fall
force" between them. A separaout as a result of her chemothertion is inevitable. And yet, one
apy treatments. When the friends
wonders if Annie would survive
visit, Gianna often thinks of their
one. Since she has so devoted her
hair, free and wild, contrasted to
life and self to another, it does not
her own which is sparse and hidseem possible that without him
den by a scarf. Again, as with the

IN VIETNAM
THE WIND DOESN'T BLOW
IT SUCKS

previous two stories, it is the involved characterization which is
the most remarkable thing about
the story. Through words, the listener can truly imagine the girl,
and share the pain of her terrible
fate.
By sheer coincidence, all three
stories carry a similar theme of a
person forced into a way of life by
another. Charlie is coerced into
making what will most likely prove
to be a fatal decision by a persuasive friend. Annie must learn to
live a life and believe in things
which are completely foreign to
her, all for the love of a man. Finally, Gianna faces disease and
must forfeit her life of friends, activity and laughter for one of loneliness, idleness, and sure death.
All three are victims in the sense
that they have virtually no control
over their curcumstances, but must
do as has been ordained. Likewise,
all three show not much luck of
surviving. While the boy and girl'
will likely.die physically, Annie will
also die, though in a different way.
AH three authors show an amazing
ability to not only tell a story, but
to describe it as well. Their characters, tragic though they are,
come alive in the words of the stories. All who attended were
treated to a rare and movingperformance
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The Campus Bookstore will buy back your used books and pay you up to
5056 of the current retail price.
Examples:

•

'••-TITLE--'

••,r:"A'v.

> :

-v''•

\

:

• • •^•••:

Gardner Art thru the Ages 8th '86
Ellis Calculus
w/Analytic Geometry 3rd '86
Glertman Psychology 2nd '86
Jordy Amer. Bldgs. & Arch. Vol. 4
McConnell Economics 10th '87
Salas Prep, for Calculus 3rd'85
Whipkey Power of Calculus 4th '86
Zumdahl Chemistry '86

CURRENT
RETAIL

BUY BACK
PRICE

$32.25

$16.50

$40.95
$30.95
$15.95
$37.95
$33.70
$34.70
$40.95

$20.50
$15.50
$8.00
$19.00
$16.75
$17.25
$20.50

Bring your books to the
FOLLETT-TRINITY COLLEGE BOOKSTORE
Monday thru Friday 9:00 AM to 5:00 PM.
This list expires on Monday 2 2 , 1987

DONIZETTI'S PIZZA
1502 BROAD ST.
CALL
TODAY

246-7209

DELIVERED IN 3O
MINUTES ORIT'S

FREE!

OPEN 7 DAYS
A WEEK
4:00-2:00
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Sports
Runners Prepare For New Eeglainds
Continued from Page 16
thing that most women wouldn't
do. It's not a feminine event."
The hammer, a ball and chain
like object, is thrown by spinning
the ball and your body to a great
speed. Karen described herself as
"a bit undersized, compared to
much of my competition. The other
girls I throw against are bigger
than Coach Foster." Karen continued by saying that she must rely
on her spinning- speed and technique due to her lack of size. Karen
excels through her mental toughness and training.
"For me, my head has got to be
in the throw 100%, I can't get psy-.
ched out by the bigger competition. Big time weightlifting is

important, squats especially, and
practice -. constant practice."
Karen, already qualified for the
ECACs, hopes to increase her own
school record to 120 feet, "So no
one can touch it after I graduate,"
she said with a smile, "and to
eventually qualify for Nationals."
• The track team had little rest
after the tough WPI meet, as the
teams traveled south to Yale on
April 26th for the Conn. Intercollegiates. This invitational is open
to all Connecticut schools, including Dision I, II, III. Despite the
tough competition, both teams
fared well. The women finished in
third of five teams with 83 points.
Division I SCSU (208 points), Yale
(153 points), CCSU (27 points), and
Division III USCGA (3 points) also

scored at the meet. The men placed
a lofty 4th of 10 teams with 30
points, losing only to three Division I schools: Yale, UConn, and
SCSU.
The men were able to beat Division III rivals USCGA and Wesleyan. The most impressive
performance was that of Greg Hill
in the 110 m high hurdles for the
qualifying heat. Greg ran a personal best time of 15.14 seconds.
In the final heat he ran a 15.34,
placing third overall.
The regular season is now over
with the passing of Spring Weekend. But the qualified men will
participate at New Englands Division III, and the qualified women
in the ECACs Division HI.

Spring Athletics Updated
The softball team won the NIACs on Sunday.
Continued from Page 16

Good Luck at
New England's and ECACs
guy and girl runners.

split against Colby, 7-6 for t h e win
and 7-5 in the loss. Their final two
games are against Amherst and E .
Conn. Their record now stands a t
7-12.
And finally, we have the softball
team, which h a s gone unnoticed all
season, and unjustifiably so. They
not only had their best year ever,
they became NIAC Champions this
weekend! Under t h e guidance of
head Coach Don Miller, t h e team
lost only one game all season, 6-3

to a powerful Bates team. And
their winning t h e championship
made up for last year's defeat by
Bowdoin 4-1 in t h e opening round
of t h e playoffs.
Leanne LeBrun was superb on
the mound all season. Against
Conn College she threw a no-hitter
in a 19-1 win. Amy Loiacano has
sparked t h e offense with her .608
batting ayerag and 8 RBI's. Kathy
Ennis, a shortstop, and Robin Silver, a centerfielder, are hitting
.428 and ,457 respectively; in their

first year. The team however, is
led by a trio of juniors. Lisa Lake
hits .432 and plays a solid third
base. Captain Maria Ollari has been
a consistent performer a t the
plate(.333) a n d a t second base.
Debby Owen is a versatile player
who can roam the outfield and play
first base. Her.290 avreage also
makes her an offensive threat.
These three juniors helped lead t h e
softball team to their best season
ever, and the NIAC Champion:
::
ship.
•.. ••'••

The College View Cafe Sports Scoreboard
THIS WEEK:
TODAY:
Men's Tennis at Conn. College, 3
Baseball at Amherst, 3
Men's Lacrosse at Springfield, 7

WEDNESDAY:
Baseball at E. Conn, 7

FRIDAY:
Track at New England thru Saturday
Crew at Dad Vail thru Saturday .

Good
Luck in
Philly
Crew!

The College View Athletes of the Week are the Women's Softball team and the Women's Lacrosse team. Both
squads this weekend won their NIAC Championships.
And both teams had their best seasons ever, the lacrosse
team going undefeated and the softball team losing only
one game. Coach Miller of the softball team has to be
congratulated for his work, as does Coach Sheppard of
the lacrosse team, who also won the championship with
the field hockey team in an undefeated season. Captain
Maria Ollari had an outstanding season playing softball,
getting help from Leanne LeBrun. Lisa Lake, Debby Owen,
and Amy Loiacano. Betse Jones and Ginny Vogel were
strong as Captains of the lacrosse team, receiving help
from Sarah Couch. El lie Pierce, and Jen Brewster. To all
the girls involved - Congratulations!

Results:
Baseball 9 Clark 15
Baseball 8 Bowdoin 5
Baseball 7 Colby 6
Baseball 5 Colby 7
Tennis 7 Springfield 2
Tennis 8 Holy Cross 1
Men's Lacrosse 16
Westfield St. 5
Men's Lacrosse 12 Bowdoin 24
Women's Lacrosse 14
Bowdoin 9
NIAC Champions
Softball won the NIAC
Championship

TONIGHT IS $3 PITCHER NIGHT AT THE VIEW
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Sports
Runners Compete In Relays at WPI
by Bruce Corbett
Tripod Staff Writer

On Wednesday, April 22, Trinity
track traveled north to the windswept track at WPI for the Bants
only duel meet of the year. The
women were able to fight off the
challenge of the Enginerrs by
dominating in the running events
61-19 points, in a seesaw victory
winning 69-65, putting their record at 7-1. Key figures in the
women Bants' victory included
Betsy McKay and Fiffa Taffuri
with 10 points each. Kay McGowan scored 8 points and Meredith Lynch and Alix Woodford
each had 6 points. The women
were boosted by a sweep of the
200 m and by victory in the two
relays, the 4x100 and 4x400.
While the women squeeked by
their opposition, the men surrended to the much more talented
host team 113-50. After 7 of the
19 events, WPI led 53-6, and easily
coasted to victory, as Trinity was
hurt by the absence of sprinters
Dave Banta and the still injured
Russ Alderson. Nevertheless, the
men were treated to another aweinspiring performance by Pete Ostrander, as he surg'edout of the
closet in the 400 I hurdles winning
with a time of 55.92. Enough said
and done about the meet. Outddor
track includes 16 events for the
women and 19 events for the men.
The events are split easily among

weight, jumping, sprinting, and
distance running. Three of the
more intersting events are the
steeple chase, the Pole Vault, and
the hammer throw.
Currently Trinity has one steeplechase runner, Mike Fagan '90.
The steeple chase is a 3000 m race
which includes 28 "horsejump like"
barriers and 7 water jumps. Fagan
steeple chased occasionally in high
school, has been seriously training
for the event for three weeks. He
said he chose the event primarily
because the team had no one in it,
so the opportunity was there to excel. But he then added, "Its something different, more than just
running. It's a good combination
of things, and it's a challenge.
What's more, I have some natural
talent."
The steeple chase requires the
same distance and speed workouts
as other distance runners run, as
well as practice in hurdling form.
Fagan went on to say that endurance and form are the most important elements in the steeple chase,
as the toughest aspect of the event
is "at the end of the race, when
you're hurting, because you still
have to get over the hurdles." Fagan plans to continue running the
steeple chase, and eventually hopes
to become NESCAC champion.
A second unusual event is the
Pole Vault. Trinity presently has
two vaulters, both juniors. Rich
Skub'ish and Mike Williams are the
two. At WPI, Skubish with a personal best of 13 feet, qualified for

Review ;-;-'Of Sports
An update is needed of the
Spring Sports Program:
The Trinty Crew teams are holding up Trinty's tradition of excellence in the sport despite being
forced off the Connnecticut river
due to flooding. Recently the men's
and women's teams competed
against Conn College and Wesleyan at Rainbow Reservoir in
Windsor, Ct. Trinity took first
place in five of ten races as the
Bantams dominated the regatta
team-wise. The women had a particularly strong day, winning the
Novice-eight and the varsity-eight
and placing second in the JV-eight.

It has been a hard luck season
for Coach Mike Darr and the men's
lacrosse team. The Bants had won
three in a row, 19-11 over Wesleyan, 11-7 over New Haven, and
16-5 over Westfield State, before
losing at Bowdoin 24-12. Four
heart-breaking overtime losses
have left the team with a 5-7 record. With one game left, it seems
that they have very little chance
for a shot at the playoffs.
Senior Dave Boone has led the
Bantams in scoring all season despite being a marked man. He cur-

Riders
Update
by Vikki Robinson
Tripod Staff Writer

by Steve Brauer
Sports Editor

The men had a tougher time. The
varsity heavyweights lost their
first race in five starts, finishing
second behind a more experienced
Wesleyan team. Only the lightweights had a good showing for
the men. Both the varsity and
freshman boats took first place
honors in their respective races.
The Bantams had a home regatta
on Saturday to prepare for the allimportant Dad-Vail next weekend.
And they performed well in the
prepatory matches. With a little
more experience under their belts,
the Bantams could be in conten-.
tion for National honors at the Vail
in Philadelphia.

New Englands Division III. Skubish vaulted for 2 years in high
school, but seriously resumed his
training last year. Skubish said he
was alswaya interested in the event
because his father had been a good
vaulter and "there was always a
pole lying around in the back
yard." The Pole Vault requires
speed, strength, and technique;
speed on the runway, strength to
bend the pole, and technique to get
over the bar.
Skubish emphasized the importance of all three aspects, as well
as the importance of weight training(especially to strengthen the
abdomen), sprint training, and
practice. In respose to a question
about the. toughest part of the
event, Skubish responded, "mental toughness, getting used to the
idea of being upside down at 13
feet."
A third unusual event is the
women's hammer throw. At this
point, two Trinity juniors participate in the event, Karen Sonnone
and Lucia dow. Karen, who also
throws in the women's other
weight events, has had a particularly successful season, qualifyin
for ECAC Division III at the NESCAC meet. Karen chose the hammer last season because "it looked
like the most fun event, and someContinued on Page 15

rently has 24 goals and 3 assists,
one point better than Ed Meyercord's totals of 20 goals and 6 assists. Freshman goalie Matt Miller
has been solid for the squad with a
.616 save percentage. The defense
has been led by Rob McCool and
Jim Stanley, with the help of Dixon
Waxter and Lincoln Purdy.
The men's tennis team now
stands at 4-3, under first year head
coach Sasha Cooke. The team has
been improving all season, winning four of their last five matches.
After disappointing losses to
MIT(S-l) and Tufts(7-2), the Bants
came back to defeat Uconn(7-2)
and rival Wesleyan(6-3). They then
lost to Williaras(7-2). But last week
they returned to defeat Springfield(7-2) and Holy Cross(8-1).
Reed Whitmore and Scott
VanderMarck give Trinity a consistent tandem at the top of the
ladder. Brian Johnson has done
well at number-three, while Cocaptains Andy Petricoff and Tom
Rooks hold down the number-four
and five spots. Peter Barlow
rounds out the group at numbersix. In doubles, Whitmore teams
with Eric Newburg to give Trin a
strong number-one combination.

VanderMarck and Barlow form the
number-two, while Petricoff and
Rooks play at number-three.
The women's Lacrosse team now
reigns as the NIAC Champions.
. Using a strong defense and a relentless offensive attack, the
women finished at 12-0, undefeated for the first time in school
history. Head coach Robin Shep-.
pard and the Lady Bants were assured of a playoff berth and a
showdown with Bowdoin. Trin secured the home field advantage
with a win over Holy Cross, and
then went on to win on Saturday,
12-8, in a very tough game. They
then faced Bowdoin on Sunday and
walked away as Champions, making up for last year's bitter defeat
in the finals against Bowdoin,. 1514. That game broke Trin's streak,
: of three straight NIAC titles.
The Lady Bants have swept
through the season, outscoring the
competition, 135 to 37. The closest
game came against Conn College,
where Jen Brew ster scored five
goals and EHie Pierce added two,
as Trin won 9-5, Sarah couch1 ahs
been a force in the goal all season. •'.
The senior netminder has already
broken the school record for ca-

reer wins at 30, and this weekend
brought her the record for career
saves as well.
After a 4-2 start, the Trinity
baseball team has lost 10 of its last
13 games. Inexperience on the.
pitching mound has been the:
downfall so far. With one senior,
three sophomores, and three
freshmen on the mound, Coach RobieShults has quality pitchers. But
they have lacked consistency. Senior Tri-Captain leads the staff with
a 1-1 record and a 3.50 ERA. Jason Hicks has been solid with a
5.50 ERA and a 1-0 record.
:

Another downfall has been a decrease in offense. Murphy
VanderVelde leads the team in hitting with a .396 average, which includes 122 RBI's and 1 home run.
. Jay Williamson is next with five
home runs and 17 RBI's. Dave
Starensier and Matt Miller have
also been solid, though the team as
a whole have dropped off since the
beginning tear at the plate.
; Last week, the team lost to Clark
"15-9; followed by a win against
•Bowdoin: 8-5. On Saturday thev
Continued on Page 15

Trinity Equestrian finished out
it's season in style. On April 5,the
team traveled to Connecticut College where are team showed again
that we made be tiny, but we sure
have spunk. Molly Nelson came in
second
in
the Advanced
Walk,Trot,Canter class, earning
her enough points to enable herself to compete in regionals. Surprizing us all, John Kail placed first
in his Novice jumping class to bring
the team's overall score way up.
Vikki Robinson earned a second in
the Beg. Walk, Trot class while
team members Liz Burne and Andrea Krause made a fine showing.
The following weekend, the team
packed into the van and headed off
to the University of Massuchusetts. Becky Jelsma was the top
winner of the day as she placed
first in the Intermediate flat class.
Liz Burne also rode extremely
well, taking a second in the Open,
flat division. John Kail earned a
fourth jumping, Vikki Robinson
took a sixth in Adv. Walk,Trot and
Janet Kapouch along with Andrea
Krause preformed well.
Regionals provided a challenge
for three of our riders. A total of
19 different schools in the New
England area brought their top riders to the University of Connecticut to compete at. this regional
level. The winners at this level
continue on to compete at the national level against schools from all
across the country. Classes are
very big, call backs are few, and
the competition is fierce. Janet Kapouch competed in the Beg. Walk
Trot level. Molly Nelson, who competed Walk, Trot.Canter, Suceeded in earning a call back and
then when on to place fourth in her
division. Liz Burne also met some
tough competition after her call
back. She was the only rider m
Intermediate flat class that wasn't
from either Mount Holyoke, the
two top schools in our level.
The season may be over but
Trinity College has made a name
for itself in the Intercollegiate :
Horse Show circuit.

